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a b s t r a c t 

An optimization approach is presented that can be used to find the optimal source term distribution in 

order to represent a high-fidelity vortex-generator (VG) induced flow field on a coarse mesh. The ap- 

proach employs the continuous adjoint of the problem, from which an exact sensitivity is calculated and 

used in combination with a trust-region method to find the source term which minimizes the deviation 

with respect to the reference velocity field. The algorithm is applied to an incompressible flow over a 

rectangular VG and VG pair on a flat plate and compared to results obtained with the jBAY-model and 

a body-fitted mesh simulation. The results indicate that a highly accurate flow, yielding only minimal 

errors with respect to the shape factor, circulation and vortex core, can be obtained on coarse meshes 

when adding a source term to only a limited number of cells. This approach therefore demonstrates the 

potential of source-term models to include the effects of VGs in computations of large-scale geometries. 

It also allows quantification of the achievable accuracy on a particular mesh and the calculation of the 

source term which is optimal for a specific situation. Furthermore, the optimization approach can be used 

to diagnose the deficiencies of an existing source-term VG model, in this work the jBAY model. 

© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license. 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

Flow-control devices have the capability of increasing the per-

ormance of for example wind-turbine blades, engine inlet ducts or

irplane wings considerably [1,2] . One of the most commonly used

ools in this respect are passive vortex generators (VGs), which

onsist of small vanes that are mounted on a surface of interest

t an angle relative to the incoming flow. VGs introduce stream-

ise vortical structures that provide mixing in the inner part of

he boundary layer with the high-momentum flow of the outer

egion, thus locally re-energizing the flow. They thereby increase

he ability of the flow to overcome adverse pressure gradients and

ence reduce its susceptibility to flow separation [3] . By ensuring

n attached flow over a larger region of the surface, the addition

f VG arrays to e.g. wind-turbine blades increases the maximum

ift forces and stall angles, resulting in improved power generation

nd overall better performance [4–6] . 

However, reliable predictions of the effects of VGs, and the de-

ermination of optimal configurations for specific operating condi-

ions, is not straightforward. These require the ability to accurately
∗ Corresponding author. 

E-mail address: l.florentie@tudelft.nl (L. Florentie). 
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odel the physics associated with the flow patterns induced by in-

ividual VGs and their combined effects when operating in arrays.

omputational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations which resolve the

G geometry could potentially offer the required fidelity, but the

omputational cost would be excessive, due to the large difference

n scale between VGs (with a height typically smaller than the

oundary-layer thickness) and the overall structure of interest. 

A more feasible approach is to model the effect of the VG on

he flow by the addition of a suitable source term to the governing

quations. Then only minor or even no mesh adaptations are re-

uired with respect to clean-surface simulations, resulting in large

avings in computational cost. For example, this can be advanta-

eous for the determination of optimal VG locations. An overview

f such source-term VG models is contained in [7] . Common ap-

roaches include the addition of a predefined vortex profile based

n analytic models [8,9] , either as secondary velocities or more re-

ently as additional turbulent stresses [10] . A disadvantage of these

ethods is that they rely on the inherent assumption that the cre-

ted vortex can be described by an analytic idealized-vortex model

often the Lamb–Oseen model), usually in combination with em-

irical relations. Thereby they fail to fully take into account the

articular characteristics of the situation of interest, for example

he VG geometry and flow conditions. 
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An alternative consists of including body forces to the governing

equations that trigger the formation of a vortex with suitable char-

acteristics [11,12] , hence making no prior assumption on the shape

and strength of the final vortex. An example is the VG model pro-

posed by Bender et al. [11] (usually referred to as the BAY model),

and its improved version the jBAY model [13] , which makes use of

airfoil theory to estimate the lateral forces generated by the VG.

Both the BAY and the jBAY models are commonly used in industry.

Analysis of the BAY and jBAY models by Florentie et al. [14] has

shown that this approach performs reasonably well, creating a vor-

tex with characteristics similar to those of a reference body-fitted

mesh simulation. However, also some shortcomings are observed.

It is found that still a rather refined mesh is required in the vicinity

of the VGs, and that the vortex characteristics do not converge to

the body-fitted mesh results upon refinement of the mesh. More-

over, analysis of the boundary-layer shape factor revealed devia-

tions that could indicate unreliability with respect to separation

prediction. Being constrained by the use of suboptimal meshes,

it is unclear whether and to which extent improvement is pos-

sible. The question thus arises what is the highest accuracy one

can expect to achieve when making use of a source-term model

to simulate VG-induced flow effects, on a given mesh? More im-

portantly, which source term would be able to yield this result? In

this contribution we present an inverse approach to answer both

questions. We perform a goal-oriented optimization, using the ad-

joint system, to calculate the optimal source-term distribution that

recreates the characteristics of a given high-fidelity 3D flow field

on a low-resolution mesh. 

The formulation of this optimization problem and the deriva-

tion of the adjoint system is presented in the next section, fol-

lowed by details about the numerical implementation. This is fol-

lowed by an overview of the problems used to test our approach

and the derivation of the corresponding boundary conditions. A

discussion of the results obtained, with respect to attainable ac-

curacy and source-term patterns, is presented in Sections 5 –7 . 

Note that although the current work is focused on the simula-

tion of VG-induced flow effects, the presented methodology is gen-

eral. It can in theory also be used to find a suitable source term to

replace other small obstacles in CFD simulations. 

2. Methodology 

2.1. Formulation of the optimization problem 

Our objective is to find a source term that accurately repro-

duces the flow disturbance caused by the presence of a VG. This

disturbance consists of a vortex within the boundary layer, prop-

agating downstream and thereby altering the boundary-layer pro-

file. Quantities of interest when analyzing this effect include the

(location and value of the peak in the) vorticity field, 

ω = ∇ × u , (1)

and its integral measure accounting for the change in overall flow

circulation, 

� = 

∮ 
l 

u · d l = 

∫ 
S 

(∇ × u ) · d S = 

∫ 
S 

ω · d S . (2)

In the above, u ( x , y , z ) represents the velocity field in a domain of

interest � with boundary ∂�. If the VG is included for separation

control, it is also important to accurately represent its effect on the

boundary-layer shape factor, H . The shape factor gives an indica-

tion of the boundary layer’s ability to withstand adverse pressure

gradients (and hence its susceptibility to flow separation). This in-

tegral quantity is defined as the ratio between the boundary-layer

displacement thickness δ∗ and momentum thickness θ , which for
ncompressible flow is given by 

 = 

δ∗

θ
= 

∫ δ
0 

(
1 − u 

u ∞ 

)
d z ∫ δ

0 
u 

u ∞ 

(
1 − u 

u ∞ 

)
d z 

, (3)

here δ represents the boundary-layer thickness and z is the wall-

ormal direction. 

The above measures are a function of the velocity field only.

his implies that a source term which provides an optimal match

o the velocity field would be sufficient to yield the highest achiev-

ble accuracy with respect to the quantities of interest. Goal-

riented optimization using an objective function that minimizes

he l 2 -norm of the deviation between the velocity field and a high-

delity reference solution 

˜ u , 

(u ) = 

∫ 
�

| u − ˜ u | 2 d�, (4)

s therefore expected to be able to yield an optimal source term

or representing the effect of a VG on the local flow field. The cor-

esponding source term f ∗ can be calculated by solving the con-

trained optimization problem 

 

∗ = arg min 

f 
J(u ) subject to R (u , p, f ) = 0 on �, (5)

ith R ( u , p , f ) representing the state equations and boundary con-

itions to be satisfied by the flow in the domain �. Here, R is

efined by the incompressible Reynolds Averaged Navier–Stokes

RANS) equations, 

 u = (u · ∇) u + ∇p − ∇ · (2 νD (u )) + f = 0 (6)

 p = ∇ · u = 0 , (7)

here R = ( R u , R p ) 
T , ν denotes the kinematic viscosity (com-

rising both the molecular and turbulent viscosity) and D (u ) =
1 
2 (∇u + (∇u ) T ) is the strain tensor. The momentum source f is

efined as 

 = C f 0 , (8)

here C = diag (c ) is a coefficient matrix and f 0 an initial (uniform)

orcing which is nonzero in �VG , a subdomain enclosing the VG, so

hat 

 

0 = 

{
F 0 /V tot in �VG 

0 in � \ �VG 
. (9)

n (9) , V tot denotes the volume of �VG and F 0 is an initial estimate

or the total forcing applied in �VG . Optimization of the source-

erm distribution is achieved by varying the vector of control vari-

bles c . This approach is chosen over the direct optimization of f

n order to prevent problems due to poor scaling of the system. 

.2. Derivation of the continuous adjoint system 

To solve the constrained optimization problem, Eq. (5) is re-

ormulated as an unconstrained optimization problem using the

agrange-multiplier method. Using the control variable c instead

f f , we have 

 

∗ = arg min 

c 
L (u , p, c , v , q ) , (10)

ith the Lagrange functional 

 (u , p, c , v , q ) = 

∫ 
�

| u − ˜ u | 2 d�

+ 

∫ 
�

v · R u (u , p, c ) d� + 

∫ 
�

qR p (u ) d�, (11)

here v and q are the Lagrange multipliers, often denoted as the

djoint velocity and adjoint pressure respectively. By rewriting the
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onstrained problem as an unconstrained problem the dimension-

lity of the system has increased, because we now have the ad-

oint variables λ = (v , q ) as additional unknowns. Requiring the

rst-order variations of the Lagrange functional with respect to the

tate variables φ = (u , p) , the control variable c and the adjoint

ariables λ to equal zero, yields the optimality conditions 

φL = ∇ φL δφ = 0 , (12) 

c L = ∇ c L δc = 0 , (13) 

λL = ∇ λL δλ = 0 . (14) 

hese hold at the extrema of the function L for arbitrary variations

φ, δc and δλ. 

Due to linearity of L in λ, the last optimality condition (14) re-

uces to the original constraint imposed on the objective func-

ion, requiring that the state variables satisfy the state equations

 (φ) = 0 . 

The first optimality condition (12) , on the other hand, is more

omplex to solve for. Upon substitution of (11) and using 

φL = δu L + δp L = ∇ u L δu + ∇ p L δp, (15)

12) becomes 

φL = ∇ u J δu + 

∫ 
�

v · ∇ u R u δu d�

+ 

∫ 
�

v · ∇ p R u δp d� + 

∫ 
�

q ∇ u R p δu d�. (16) 

ere the directional derivatives can be evaluated by assuming

réchet differentiability and by making use of the Gâteau deriva-

ive. This approach is similar to the one used in [15] and, for the

ssumption of frozen turbulence, yields the adjoint momentum

nd continuity equations 

v · u + (u · ∇) v + 2 ν∇ · D (v ) − 2(u − ˜ u ) = ∇q (17) 

 · v = 0 , (18) 

ith boundary conditions derived from ∫ 
∂�

[ n (v · u ) + v (u · n ) + 2 νn · D (v ) − q n ] · δu d S 

−
∫ 
∂�

2 νn · D (δu ) · v d S = 0 (19) 

 

∂�
(v · n ) δp d S = 0 , (20) 

hich should hold for arbitrary variations δu and δp . 

Finally, the variation of the Lagrangian with respect to the con-

rol variable is considered. Since (13) should be satisfied for arbi-

rary variations δc , this reduces to an expression that allows for

he direct calculation of the sensitivity of L with respect to c , and

iven (14) therefore also of J . The sensitivity of the cost function

.r.t. the source coefficients c i in a cell i thus becomes 

 c i L = ∇ c i J = 

∫ 
�

v · ∇ c i R u (u , p, c ) d� = diag (v i ) f 
0 
i V i , (21)

ith V i the volume of cell i . 

Despite the cost of having to solve the additional system of ad-

oint equations, the advantage of this methodology is that it allows

or the direct calculation of the sensitivity of the objective function

ith respect to the control variable. As (21) is inexpensive to calcu-

ate, this implies that with only the computational cost equivalent

o two state-equation solves one is able to obtain the necessary
ensitivity information to use a gradient optimization algorithm to

alculate c ∗, and therefore the optimal source term f ∗. 

Note that the presented derivation makes use of Taylor’s hy-

othesis (the frozen-turbulence assumption), which assumes that

erivatives of the turbulent quantities (the eddy viscosity) with re-

pect to the state variables are negligible. As this implies an in-

omplete derivative in (12) , the obtained sensitivities are no longer

xact. However, this comes at the advantage of not having to solve

dditional equations for the adjoint turbulence variables. Despite

he possibility of large sensitivity errors [16] , in general the as-

umption is valid for cases where the integral scales are sufficiently

arge compared to the smaller scales [17] , hence cases with a low

urbulence intensity. For example, in [18] it is shown (for a discrete

djoint approach) that the assumption of constant eddy viscosity

ields excellent results for a high-lift airfoil case. For the sake of

omputational expediency, in the current work we therefore as-

ume the frozen-turbulence assumption to have little impact on

he optimization process. As will be shown in Section 5 , the ac-

uracy of the obtained results indicates that this assumption is in-

eed valid for our purpose. 

.3. Gradient optimization approach 

The optimality conditions defined by (12), (13) and (14) must

ll be satisfied at an optimum. In [19] a one-shot approach is

roposed, solving for all three conditions simultaneously using a

educed SQP-type method. Despite some promising results, the

ost straightforward and widely used approach consists of first

olving the system of state and adjoint equations, and using the

ensitivity of the cost function in an outer gradient-optimization

oop [15,20,21] . In [21] several limited-memory quasi-Newton line

earch optimization methods are tested in the context of DNS-

ased optimal control of turbulent flows. It was found that the

-BFGS approach performed best among the tested methods, re-

uiring the smallest overall computational cost, with the damped

-BFGS method being most efficient. The latter is attributed to

ts small numerical overhead per iteration, compensating for the

arger number of required iterations due to its less accurate Hes-

ian approximation, compared with standard L-BFGS. 

In this work, however, we prefer the use of a trust-region (TR)

ptimization method instead of a line-search method. As the ma-

ority of the computational cost is attributed to the evaluation of

he cost function, requiring the solution of the state and adjoint

ystems, a low number of iterations is considered more important

han the overhead of the iterative scheme per iteration. Further-

ore, TR methods are generally more robust when dealing with

early singular systems [22] . We therefore make use of a TR inex-

ct Newton optimization scheme, in combination with a modified

onjugate-gradient (CG) algorithm due to Steihaug [23] and ap-

roximating the Hessian matrix with the L-BFGS method. The lat-

er is a low-memory variation to the Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–

hanno updating scheme, reconstructing the Hessian every itera-

ion using only the gradient information of the most recent itera-

ions. The implementation of our optimization method is similar to

hat in [22] . An overview of the steps involved is given in Fig. 1 b. 

It should be noted that this TR optimization approach is only

ble to find a local optimum. Moreover, by the choices we make for

he shape of the source term, both through the selection of �VG ,

here f is to be applied and optimized, and through our choice

or f 0 as (8) , we impose a restriction on the achievable accuracy.

ence, it might be possible that a source term with a different ini-

ial shape than studied in this work is more effective in reproduc-

ng the reference flow field. For example, in theory a source term

hat is defined in every cell of the domain would be more effective

n minimizing J . However, such a source term would be impractical

or the application of VG models. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic overview of the proposed source-term optimization approach. 
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2.4. Implementation details 

The described methodology has been implemented in the open-

source CFD package OpenFOAM, which is a segregated finite-

volume code able to solve both compressible and incompressible

flows using either structured or unstructured grids. A basic shape-

optimization algorithm is already contained in the package [15] ,

which served as the starting point for our source-term optimiza-

tion method. The steady incompressible RANS equations and their

continuous-adjoint counterpart are solved in a coupled fashion by

making use of the SIMPLE algorithm. Once a steady-state solution

is obtained, the cost functional is evaluated and its sensitivity with

respect to the control variable is calculated from (21) . The source

term is then updated using the trust-region approach, described in

Section 2.3 , until a local optimum is found. This process is visual-

ized in Fig. 1 a and b. 

During the initialization step, �VG is defined by selecting where

the source term is to be applied. This roughly corresponds to the

location of the VG (see Section 3.1 ). In the selected cells an initial

forcing per unit volume f 0 i is defined, according to Eq. 9 , based

on a user-defined input vector F 0 (for each VG considered) which

represents an estimate for the total forcing the presence of the VG

would impose on the flow. This estimate does not need to be ac-

curate, however, it is important that all components are non-zero.

Note that the control variables c i are vectors defined for the cells

contained in �VG only, yielding a total of 3 N VG controls to be opti-

mized, with N VG the number of cells in the VG domain �VG . 

3. Description of study 

3.1. Approach 

It is assumed that a body-fitted mesh (BFM) simulation solv-

ing the same governing equations yields the highest accuracy one
an aim to achieve with a source-term model simulation. In this

ork we use a RANS approach for the BFM simulation, however,

he use of a large-eddy simulation (LES) would also be possi-

le. As visualized in [14] , this choice implies that errors intro-

uced by the RANS approach are outside the scope of the cur-

ent study, and only model errors (due to the replacement of the

eometry by a source term) and discretization errors are taken

nto account. Hence, when considering the objective function (4) ,

he high-fidelity reference solution 

˜ u consists of the projection of

he corresponding BFM solution onto the source-term model mesh.

urthermore, the surface force acting on the VG surface as ob-

ained from the BFM simulation is used as F 0 in (9) to define the

nitial source-term distribution from which to start the optimiza-

ion. 

The flow field obtained when using an optimized source term

s compared to (i) the BFM result, and (ii) the corresponding result

btained using the jBAY model. The jBAY model [13] is currently

he most widely used source-term model when performing CFD

imulations involving VGs. It is an adaptation of the original BAY

odel proposed by Bender et al. [11] , which represents the effect

f a VG on the flow by the addition of a lateral body force, 

 

BAY 
i = cA 

V i 

V tot 
ρ( u i · n ) ( u i × b ) 

(
u i 

| u i | · t 

)
, (22)

o the momentum equation in those cells that correspond to the

G location. In the above, t , n and b are unit vectors representing

espectively the tangential, normal and spanwise VG directions, A

s the VG surface area and c a constant which to some extent can

e used for calibration. The addition of Jirasek [13] , resulting in

he jBAY model, consist of an alternative cell-selection approach

n combination with interpolation and redistribution of the source

erm in order to reduce mesh dependency of the model. 

Optimization of the source term was initially performed for �VG 

eing a rectangular domain enclosing the VG, see Fig. 2 a. Then, in

rder to facilitate the comparison between our optimized source
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Fig. 2. Visualization of the two approached used to select the cells where the source term is applied. 
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Fig. 3. Overview of the configuration used to test the proposed source-term opti- 
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Table 1 

Overview of the used numerical meshes for the body-fitted mesh (BFM) and 

the source-term (M0, M1 & M2) simulations. 

Single VG VG Pair 

N N c N N c 
BFM 1.7 × 10 6 96 4.9 × 10 6 176 

M0 – – 0.1 × 10 6 15 

M1 0.1 × 10 6 25 0.4 × 10 6 30 

M2 0.4 × 10 6 50 1.6 × 10 6 60 
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erm and the jBAY model, also the same cells used by the jBAY

odel where used to define �VG . These correspond to the physical

ocation of the VG, as shown in Fig. 2 b. These two �VG selection

pproaches will be referred to as methods A and B, and the op-

imal source terms calculated in these regions as OSTA and OSTB,

espectively. Considering both approaches allows to study the ef-

ect of the selected cells on both the source-term distribution pat-

ern and the achievable accuracy (i.e. the reduction in J and the

hape-factor error εH ). 

For all simulations presented in the remainder of this work,

tructured hexahedral grids are used with second-order upwind

escretization schemes for the convective terms. Closure of the

ANS equations is provided by Menter’s k − ω SST turbulence

odel, with the near wall spacing of the meshes being sufficiently

ense ( y + < 1 ) for the viscous sublayer to be resolved. Note that

he same numerical settings are used for both the state and ad-

oint equations. 

.2. Test cases 

Our approach is demonstrated by application to turbulent wall-

ounded flows over a flat plate with VGs, which mainly affect

he inner part of the boundary layer. Initially the implementation

s tested for one of the experimental set-ups as studied by Yao

t al. [24] , comprising a single submerged VG with h/δ = 1 / 5 and

n incidence angle of β = 16 ◦ w.r.t. the incoming flow (for which

 ∞ 

= 34 m/s). 

Afterward the experimental setup of Baldacchino et al. [25] is

sed for further analysis. This configuration consists of a flat plate

ith submerged ( h/δ = 1 / 3 ) rectangular counter-rotating common-

own VGs, and is also used for the numerical investigation pre-

ented in [14] , including BFM, BAY and jBAY model simulations.

n overview of this configuration including relevant parameters is

ncluded in Fig. 3 . In this work, numerical settings similar to those

n [14] are used. This means that only one VG pair is included in

he simulations, with the effect of neighboring vortices accounted

or by making use of symmetry boundary conditions. The bound-

ry conditions for the other sides (i.e. the bottom plate and the

nlet, outlet and top of the domain) are discussed in Section 3.3 . 

For the reference BFM simulation of the VG pair a mesh similar

o that in [14] is used, where the mesh independence of the corre-

ponding solution was evaluated, yielding an avarage discretization

rror w.r.t. the downstream shape factor H of 0.3%. For the current
tudy the numerical domain is slightly reduced in both streamwise

nd wall normal direction in order to limit the computational cost.

sing a similar approach, also a body-fitted mesh is constructed

or the case with an isolated VG. For this case the average dis-

retization error for H was found to be 0.3% as well, thus indicating

 mesh-independent reference solution. 

For the jBAY and optimized f simulations an empty flat plate is

onsidered, for which uniform meshes of different resolutions were

reated. The coarsest meshes consisted of 25 and 16 cells in cross-

ow direction for the simulated single VG and VG pair respectively,

orresponding to a resolution of only � = 0 . 7 h and � = 0 . 4 h, in

oth streamwise and crossflow direction. Medium (M1) and fine

M2) meshes were subsequently created by factor 2 and 4 refine-

ents, in both the x- and y-directions. In the wall normal ( z -) di-

ection, the same mesh spacing was used as for the BFM simula-

ion for all cases, such that even on the coarsest mesh the bound-

ry layer is sufficiently resolved. The mesh details are summarized

n Table 1 , and snapshots are included in Fig. 4 . 

.3. (Adjoint) boundary conditions 

Whereas determination of the boundary conditions for the pri-

al (state) equations is rather straightforward, the boundary con-

itions for the adjoint velocity and adjoint pressure ( v and q ) need

o be calculated from the integral equations ( 19,20 ) by substitu-

ion of the corresponding primal boundary conditions. Below, this

s done for the different types of boundaries encountered in our

est problems. 

alls and inlet. Both the wall surfaces and the inlet boundary (on

he left side of the domain for x = 0 ) are characterized by a fixed

elocity and a zero gradient condition for the pressure, hence 

 = const and ∇p = 0 . (23)

rom (20) , which should hold for arbitrary δp , it immediately fol-

ows that along these boundaries we have 

 · n = 0 . (24)

oreover, the condition on u implies δu = 0 such that (19) reduces

o 
 

2 νn · D (δu ) · v d S = 

∫ 
νn ·

[∇δu + (∇δu ) T 
]

· v t d S = 0 . (25)

� �
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Fig. 4. Snapshot of the used numerical meshes for the VG pair case. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Relative difference between the adjoint-based and finite-difference approxi- 

mated gradients related to the total source-term forcing in x-, y- and z-direction. 
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The above is always satisfied by requiring the tangential adjoint-

velocity component to be zero as well. The boundary integral equa-

tions do not yield a condition for the adjoint pressure. Similar to

[15] we therefore exploit the similarity between the primal and

adjoint equations and use 

v = 0 and ∇q = 0 (26)

as boundary conditions for the adjoint variables along the walls

and inlet. 

Outlet. At the outlet of the domains we require the flow to be par-

allel to the surface, and we prescribe a constant value for the pres-

sure. The primal boundary conditions for the outlet are therefore 

n · ∇u = 0 and p = const . (27)

The latter implies that δp = 0 such that (20) is automatically satis-

fied. Furthermore, it is shown in [15] that (19) is equivalent to ∫ 
�

[ n (v · u ) + v (u · n ) + ν(n · ∇) v − q n ] · δu d S 

−
∫ 
�
ν(n · ∇) δu · v d S = 0 , (28)

where the last integral cancels because u + δu should satisfy the

boundary condition for u and therefore n · ∇δu = 0 . Decomposi-

tion of the first integral of (28) into its normal and tangential com-

ponents then yields the conditions for the adjoint pressure and ve-

locity at the outlet, 

q = v · u + v n u n + νn · ∇v n (29)

0 = u n v t + νn · ∇v t . (30)

Top. Along the boundary on the top of the domains zero-gradient

requirements hold for the state variables, hence 

n · ∇u = 0 and ∇p = 0 . (31)

Similar to the wall and inlet boundaries, from Eq. (20) it therefore

follows that 

v n = 0 , (32)

whereas similar to the outlet boundary, (19) implies that the

adjoint pressure and tangential velocity should satisfy (29) and

(30) respectively. 

Sides. Finally, the side boundaries parallel to the flow direction act

as symmetry planes, thereby simulating the effect of neighboring

VGs in order to create a VG array. For the single VG case, the width

of the domain is chosen large enough such as to eliminate the ef-

fect of the neighboring vortices. 
. Validation of the adjoint-based gradient 

The adjoint-based gradient of the objective function with re-

pect to the source-term coefficients c i , defined by (21) , is val-

dated against finite-difference approximations for the single VG

est case. As the total number of controls is typically large (3 N VG ),

nd finite-difference approximations require at least one function

valuation per control change, it is chosen to study the sensitivity

o overall changes in the x-, y- and z-component, rather than con-

idering the sensitivity to changes in separate cells. Therefore sim-

lations have been performed starting from a uniform source-term

istribution in �VG , and subsequently imposing a perturbation that

s equal in all cells. 

When making use of finite-difference discretizations, the sensi-

ivity of J to changes in the x-component of c can thus be approx-

mated as 

∇ c x J 
F D,c = 

J(u (c x + αc x )) − J(u (c x − αc x )) 

2 α
and 

 c x J 
F D,u = 

J(u (c x + αc x )) − J(u (c x )) 

α
, (33)

or central and upwind schemes respectively, with α the step

ength. Equivalently, the overall adjoint-based sensitivity to a

lobal change in the x-component of c equals 

 c x J 
ADJ = 

N VG ∑ 

i =1 

∇ c x i 
J. (34)
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Fig. 6. Convergence of the source-term optimization algorithm, with the computational cost related to 1 iteration approximately equal to the cost for 1 jBAY model solve. 
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Table 2 

Objective-function values J for various mesh resolutions as obtained with the jBAY 

model and the optimized source terms. The ‘IC’ result corresponds to the initial 

condition (boundary layer without VGs), before starting the optimization with J 

evaluated on ���VG and �VG determined according to method B. 

IC jBAY OSTA OSTB 

Single VG M1 2 . 88 × 10 −3 1 . 34 × 10 −4 2 . 78 × 10 −5 3 . 01 × 10 −5 

M2 2 . 93 × 10 −3 1 . 09 × 10 −4 4 . 93 × 10 −5 5 . 54 × 10 −5 

VG Pair M0 2 . 77 × 10 −4 2 . 98 × 10 −5 3 . 84 × 10 −6 3 . 89 × 10 −6 

M1 2 . 78 × 10 −4 3 . 21 × 10 −5 2 . 63 × 10 −6 6 . 68 × 10 −6 

M2 2 . 88 × 10 −4 4 . 35 × 10 −5 – 1 . 12 × 10 −5 
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In Fig. 5 the normalized difference between the adjoint-based

nd finite-difference sensitivities, defined as 

= 

|∇ c x J 
F D − ∇ c x J 

ADJ | 
∇ c x J 

ADJ 
· 100% , (35) 

s shown for different step lengths α. From these results it follows

hat the relative error converges to approximately 3%, 1% and 0.5%

or c x , c y and c z respectively. The remaining deviations are likely at-

ributable to our use of the frozen-turbulence assumption. Overall,

his validation indicates good reliability of the adjoint-based gra-

ients, which are considered sufficiently accurate for the intended

urpose. 

. Accuracy improvement when using an optimized source 

erm 

In this section the results obtained with an optimized source

erm are presented and discussed. These are optimized with re-

pect to ˜ u , the projection of the BFM flow field onto the low-

esolution meshes used for the source-term simulations, where ˜ u

iffers only slightly from the original high-resolution BFM result.

he single VG case is used for the initial testing of the optimiza-

ion framework, while the majority of the analysis is focused on

he more complex VG pair case, involving the interaction between

eighboring vortices. In the remainder, OSTA refers to the result

btained using an optimized source term with �VG defined by se-

ection method A, whereas for OSTB selection method B used. 

For both flat-plate test cases considered, a source term that sig-

ificantly decreases the flow deviation with respect to the pro-

ected BFM solution is obtained for both methods OSTA and OSTB.

his is illustrated by the objective-function results presented in

able 2 , which contains the J ( u ) values for (i) the initial condi-

ion (IC) consisting of an undisturbed boundary layer, (ii) the re-

ulting flow field when simulating the presence of VGs using the

BAY model, (iii) the result when the source term is optimized in

 rectangular area enclosing the VG (OSTA), and (iv) the flow field
btained with a source term that is optimized in the cells corre-

ponding to the VG location (OSTB). Whereas the jBAY model de-

reases the flow deviation by one order of magnitude compared

o the undisturbed boundary layer, the use of a goal-oriented opti-

ized source term is able to decrease the flow deviation by almost

nother order of magnitude. A much better correspondence with

he BFM results is thus obtained with the optimized source terms

han with the jBAY model, for all cases considered. 

Furthermore, Table 2 shows that for cell-selection method B (so

oth the jBAY and OSTB results) the lowest value for the objective

unction is obtained on the coarsest mesh and that J increases with

esh refinement. This, however, does not mean that the obtained

ow field becomes a worse representation of the VG-induced flow

pon mesh refinement (as can be seen in Figs. 7 and 11 ). Rather,

hese relatively high J values on meshes M1 and M2 are attributed

o the reducing size of �VG . Since J ( u ) is evaluated on the entire

omain except �VG , for selection method B mesh refinement im-

lies that the velocity deviation is measured in a region closer

o the VG surface, where in the BFM results a boundary layer is

resent. This causes an increase in the overall velocity deviation, as

n this region the largest differences with respect to the BFM result

re found, even though the representation of the flow downstream

as still improved ( Figs. 7 and 11 ). This increasing J phenomenon is
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Fig. 7. Streamwise ( u x ) and rotational ( u rot ) velocity profiles for y = y TE at (from left to right) �x/h = 5 , �x/h = 10 and �x/h = 15 , VG pair case. 
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not observed for method A, as in that case �VG remains constant

upon mesh refinement. 

The cost related to the source-term optimization is minimal, de-

spite the large number of degrees of freedom considered (rang-

ing from N dof = 520 for the single VG OSTB result on mesh M1

to N dof = 10680 for the VG pair OSTA result on mesh M1). The

convergence results in Fig. 6 show that the main drop in objec-

tive function is obtained within the first 10 iterations, independent

of the number of degrees of freedom. It is found that the average

computational cost per iteration is approximately equal to the cost

related to one flow simulation with the jBAY model. This suggests

that, independent of the mesh size and the number of cells over

which the source term is distributed, in general a largely improved

source term can be obtained while keeping the computational cost

limited to the cost equivalent to 10 jBAY simulations. 
Our results clearly show that a low mesh resolution does not

rohibit the reproduction of a highly accuracy VG-induced flow

eld. For the most complex case considered, involving the interac-

ion of two vortices emerging from a VG pair, even on the coarse

esh M0 Fig. 7 shows a much improved agreement in velocity

rofile, both for the dominant streamwise velocity component u x ,

nd the secondary rotational velocities u rot = 

√ 

u 2 y + u 2 z . The low

bjective-function values therefore indeed indicate the creation of

 physically meaningful flow field. This is confirmed by the im-

roved modeling of the total flow circulation and the created vor-

ex core, shown in Figs. 9 and 8 respectively. By obtaining a higher

ccuracy for the circulation and the vortex-core size and location,

he optimized source term approach ensures that the interaction

f the vortices with the wall and their neighbors can be predicted

ith a high reliability. 
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Fig. 8. Vortex-core characteristics for the VG pair case, mesh M1. 

Fig. 9. Total circulation due to 1 VG of the VG pair case, calculated by considering 

the vortex region for which the streamwise vorticity ω x ≤ 0.1 ω x , max . 
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Fig. 10. Shape-factor error for the VG pair case, computed as the mean deviation 

from the BFM result and normalized with the deviation in H with respect to an 

undisturbed boundary layer. 
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It follows from Fig. 11 that on all considered meshes the op-

imized source terms therefore indeed achieve the primary goal

f reducing the shape-factor error. A visual improvement of the

hape-factor profiles is observed, with the extrema and inflection

oints now being situated at the correct locations. Even for the

oarsest mesh used to simulate the effect of a single VG (M1, with

≈ 0 . 7 h ), a source term is obtained that yields an excellent rep-

esentation of the effect of the vortex-formation process on the lo-

al boundary layer. 

However, it is also observed from Fig. 11 that the shape-factor

xtrema are not completely resolved, and this error does not de-

rease with downstream distance of the VG. This is probably at-

ributable to the limited mesh resolution, as it is clear from com-

arison between the VG pair results on meshes M0 and M1 that

he error in the peak values is smaller for the finest mesh consid-

red. The results also show that the choice of �VG has an influ-

nce, although the difference between the OSTA and OSTB results

educes downstream. In the following sections, the OSTA and OSTB

pproaches are discussed in more detail. 
Overall, the shape-factor error is reduced significantly using an

ptimized source term when compared to the jBAY results, even

n very coarse meshes. Fig. 10 shows that for the entire domain

he error is at least halved. The largest reduction is found in the

rst 10 h behind the VG pair. This corresponds to the region with

he weakest interaction between the vortex core and the turbu-

ent length scales, and therefore the region which best represents

he effect of the source term. This allows to conclude that our op-

imization framework is successful in calculating reliable source-

erm distributions to represent VG effects on a wall-bounded flow,

nd that the frozen-turbulence assumption has not significantly

mpacted the results. 

. Optimal source term using selection method A (OSTA) 

OSTA is considered the most general source-term optimization

pproach, as �VG can be chosen arbitrarily. In our case �VG con-

ists of a rectangular region enclosing the VG(s) of the test case,

hereby basically being unrelated to the VG geometry. This se-
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Fig. 11. Shape factor profiles at (left to right) �x/h = 5 , �x/h = 10 and �x/h = 15 . 
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lection method allows for a smooth distribution of the resulting

source term, due to its large freedom for choosing �VG such that

the source term can be distributed over a large region. This is

an interesting feature, as it shows the potential for using coarse

meshes. 
The OSTA source term obtained for the VG pair on mesh M1 is

hown in Fig. 12 , for a plane parallel to the surface and located

t half the VG height. As expected, it follows that the obtained

ource term basically aims to impose the created vortices onto to

he undisturbed boundary layer. For example, the component in z-
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Fig. 12. Top view of the OSTA optimal source-term components (as force per unit volume) in x-, y- and z-direction, for a plane at z = h/ 2 . Note that due to the sign of f in 

(6) the displayed body forces are opposite to their effect on the velocity field. 

Fig. 13. Top and side view illustrating the magnitude and direction of the resultant 

source term forcing. 
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irection clearly introduces the downwash typically observed be-

ween a vortex pair, whereas the component in x-direction shows

imilarities with the separation region on the suction side of the

Gs. Although �VG comprises the region of vortex creation, involv-

ng the most complicated flow patterns, OSTA is observed to be

uccessful (see Section 5 ), even on the coarsest mesh considered

nd employing a rather small �VG . 

By increasing the domain �VG , especially in case of coarse

eshes, it is expected that the accuracy of the OSTA results can

e even further improved, as the numerical diffusion can be com-

ensated in a larger part of the domain. Hence, when considering

VG = �, thus adding a source term in the entire flow domain, in

heory a perfect match in flow field can be obtained. From a practi-

al viewpoint, however, this situation is undesirable. In reality, the

hoice for �VG will therefore often be a trade-off between accuracy

nd practicality. 

Note that the obtained source term seems to be in line with

he rationale behind vortex-profile VG models [8,9] , which typi-

ally impose a developed vortex profile downstream of the VG.

he outstanding accuracy of the OSTA result, compared to these

xisting models, can be attributed to the case-specific vortex pro-

le that is imposed. However, it is expected that the inclusion of

he vortex-creation process is equally or even more important, as it
llows for a more natural and smooth adaptation of the boundary

ayer. 

The presented OSTA results demonstrate that, with a suitable

ource term, even on very coarse meshes an accurate represen-

ation of a VG-induced flow field can be obtained. Furthermore,

he approach allows to assess whether mesh refinements are re-

uired in order to reach a specific simulation goal. Apart from the

cademic significance, this notion and the developed approach can

lso be of interest for industry, where typically flow simulations

re required for large geometries including numerous VGs with a

imilar design (for example a wind-turbine blade). An OSTA ap-

roach might be used as part of a multi-fidelity modeling frame-

ork, allowing for accurate source-term simulations of these large

tructures with minimal mesh requirements. The construction of a

FM is rather straightforward for a single VG, and the BFM sim-

lation computationally inexpensive. With only minimal effort it

s therefore possible to calculate an optimized source term for a

oarse mesh of interest. By doing this for a range of expected in-

ow conditions, optimal source terms can be calculated and im-

osed at every VG location in order to include the effect of VGs

n the large-scale simulation of the overall structure. Theoretically,

his way it might be possible to obtain highly-accurate flow re-

ults at a reasonable computational cost, and without the tedious

ask of creating a suitable mesh for the overall structure including

Gs. Further research is however required in order to investigate

he feasibility of such a multi-fidelity approach. 

. Optimal source term in region corresponding to VG location 

OSTB) 

The OSTB approach basically forms a special case of OSTA, as

n this case the domain �VG is limited to the cells corresponding

o the VG location, as shown in Fig. 2 b. Apart from the reduction

n degrees of freedom for the optimization problem, limiting the

omain to these particular cells holds the advantage of allowing

nvestigation of the full potential behind the jBAY modeling ap-

roach, i.e. that the addition of VG surface reaction forces could

esult in a suitable vortex. Due to the particular shape and limited

ize of �VG , the OSTB approach does not allow for the creation of

 source term that imposes a (fully-developed) vortex, but rather

s forced to focus on the driving force that causes the creation of
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Fig. 14. VG surface force (BFM) and the added body forces for the jBAY and OSTB simulations in tangential, normal and VG spanwise direction. The distributions show the 

force per unit area, which for the jBAY and OSTB result are obtained by interpolation of the source term to the virtual VG plane (VG pair, mesh M1). 
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the vortex. Thereby the OSTB approach is a particularly useful tool

in a study of the jBAY model, as it allows assessment of both the

maximal attainable accuracy on a given mesh and the key features

of the corresponding source term. 

In Section 5 it is shown that in general the OSTA results show

the closest agreement with the objective flow fields, but that the

difference with OSTB is small. This indicates that it indeed suffices

to add a source term to only a small number of cells in order to

generate the desired streamwise vortex, with an appropriate choice

for �VG defined by the cells that correspond to the physical VG

location, similar to the jBAY model. Our results therefore demon-

strate that even on a coarse mesh, with a resolution too low to

resolve the detailed flow patterns related to vortex creation, there

exists a specific driving force that yields an accurate representation

of the desired flow field. This is a favorable outcome, as it demon-

strates the validity behind the jBAY rationale. Furthermore, selec-

tion method B in theory simplifies the analysis and description of

the optimal source term due to the possibility of choosing �VG as

a 2D plane rather than a 3D volume. 

Whereas the jBAY model is observed to be unable to accurately

represent the shape factor, our OSTB results display a largely im-

proved accuracy in this respect. These results suggest that an im-

provement for the jBAY model is both desired and possible. It is

therefore worthwhile to investigate the differences in the applied

source term for both these simulation approaches. For this pur-

pose first the resultant source term is considered, the magnitude

and direction of which are visualized in Fig. 13 . As expected, it fol-

lows that the OSTB source term adds a resultant forcing that is

nicely aligned with the exact VG surface force (as extracted from

the BFM simulation). The direction of the forcing included by the

jBAY model, however, is tilted upstream and downward (as was

also observed in [14] ). Counter-intuitively, the magnitude of the

optimal source term is smaller than the exact VG surface force.

This suggest that aiming for an exact representation of the resul-

tant VG surface force is not the optimal approach when using an

under-resolved mesh. Indeed, this is confirmed by the source-term

distributions, show in Fig. 14 for the VG pair using mesh M1, which

are interpolated to the virtual VG plane and displayed as force per

unit surface. The jBAY model clearly aims to represent the actual

VG force distribution, with the focus being on the leading edge of
he VG. The OSTB result on the other hand shows a more uniform

istribution of the normal force ( f n ), which is less focused on the

eading-edge region but spread over the front half of the virtual

G plane. Furthermore, large differences are observed in the sec-

ndary components f t and f b , in the tangential and VG-spanwise

irections respectively. Although insufficient to draw general con-

lusions regarding the optimal source term lay-out, the presented

esults show that aiming for an exact representation of the VG sur-

ace force distribution seems not to be the optimal approach for

oarse meshes. 

. Conclusion 

In this work we optimized the source term added to a CFD sim-

lation in order to represent the flow effects induced by the pres-

nce of VGs. Our results prove the viability of the idea to replace

 physical obstacle by a local source term, for the situation of an

ncompressible flow over a flat plate with rectangular, vane-type

Gs. It is shown that, even on a low-resolution mesh, a nearly per-

ect representation of the boundary layer can be achieved when

nly adding a source term to a limited number of cells in the

eighborhood of the VG location. A distinction is made between

ource terms added in a region surrounding the VG and thereby

mposing a specific vortex profile, and source terms added at ex-

ctly the VG location that aim to introduce a suitable driving force

o initiate vortex creation. Although the rationale between these

pproaches differs, they both prove to be effective, with the first

pproach showing the largest accuracy potential. 

The presented optimization approach allows determination of

he source term which yields the highest accuracy that can poten-

ially be achieved with a source term method on a given (coarse)

esh. It can therefore be used (i) as a tool for the development of

mproved VG models, (ii) in order to assess whether or not mesh

efinement is required for achieving a specific objective, and (iii)

o obtain the specific source term that allows achieving this highly

ccurate result, even for unconventional VG designs. Apart from an

cademic point of view, the current method is therefore also ex-

ected to be particularly useful for industrial applications involving

arge VG arrays, as useful information can be obtained by studying

he simplified sub-problem of only a single VG. 
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Finally, comparison with results obtained using the jBAY model

ndicates that research towards an improvement of the latter

odel is justified and desired. Our approach can be useful in this

ndeavor, as it allows to quantify the achievable improvement and

o identify the deviations of the jBAY source term from the optimal

ne. 
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